
* Your preferred choice of Non-Canadian currency: 

WIRE TRANSFER REQUEST FORM (Part 1)

My Information

Exact Name on Bank Account

Preferred Choice for 
Currency in Wire Transfer:

Canadian Funds ($15 charge)

Non-Canadian Funds ($15 charge)*

Client No.

Optional: Please complete the following if your bank requires the use of an Intermediary Bank.

Disclaimer:

My Bank

I understand that the personal information on this form is used only to wire funds to my bank account.  I understand that my bank may charge a 
foreign exchange fee and a fee to receive wired funds.  I understand that there may be a significant loss of funds if a non-Canadian currency wire 
is rejected by my bank.   
  
I authorize the PGT to deposit, until further notice in writing, payment due to me into my bank account as noted above. I agree that the PGT and/
or its client will have no further liability with respect to any payments made in accordance with this authorization and may at any time 
discontinue payment by direct deposit. 
 

Print Name Signature DateDate

e.g. Canada – CC+9digits, USA – 
FW + 9 digits, UK – SC+6 digits)

(Bank Code/Transit/Routing #

June 2018

This authorization form allows us to wire funds to your bank account.  

Please complete this form with the assistance of your bank and 
return the original signed form to our office.  

Name: Province/State:

Address:

City:

Country:

Postal/Zip Code:

Phone:

Bank Name: Swift (BIC) Code:

Bank Address:

City: Prov/State:

Destination Country: Phone: Fax:

Bank Identifier:

My Account # (or IBAN / CLABE #):

Payment Details (If applicable)

Payment Instructions  
(If any for receiving bank) 

 

Intermediary Bank Name Swift (BIC) Code

Recipient Account# at Intermediary Bank

Postal/Zip Code:



Instructions for International Bank
Completing PGT Wire Transfer Request Form for your Client

Field Name Step Description

Name Enter the full name of the beneficiary (recipient) of the funds.

Address Enter the full address of the beneficiary.

My Bank Enter the name of the bank of the beneficiary (recipient of funds).

SWIFT (BIC) Code The bank identification code of the intermediary bank if an intermediary is to be used.

The SWIFT code is 8 or 11 characters, made up of:
4 characters - bank code (only letters) 
2 characters - country code (only letters) 
2 characters - location code (letters and digits) (if the second character is '1',  
then it denotes a passive participant in the SWIFT network
3 characters - branch code, optional ('XXX' for primary office) (letters and digits) 

Bank Address Enter the full address of the bank of the beneficiary.

Destination Country Enter the country where the funds will be wired to.

Bank Identifier
In the US, this is the 9 digit Routing # or ABA; In Canada this is the 8 digit Transit # i.e:) XXXXX-001 for a Bank of 
Montreal transit; In UK & Ireland the 6 digit Sort Code; In Germany, the 8 digit BLZ number; in Australia, the 8 digit 
BSB.

My Account # (or IBAN / CLABE# Enter the bank account number of the beneficiary.  For wire transfers to the EU, enter the IBAN #.  Transfers to 
Mexico require a CLABE code.

Payment Details (if applicable)
Enter information or a reference description that the beneficiary (recipent) should receive on their wire transfer 
advice information from their bank.  This should be a description of what the payment is for, such as "Proceeds 
from 'first initial' 'surname' estate."

Payment Instructions If an intermediary bank is required for the wire transfer, enter any specific detailed instructions.

Intermediary Bank Name
If an intermediary bank is required for the transfer, enter the name of the bank.  Note: An intermediary bank is an 
agent bank that is used as facilitator to wiring the funds to the beneficiary's bank account.  This is only to be 
entered if the beneficiary specifically states that their bank requires an intermediary bank.  Otherwise leave 
blank.

Recipient Account # at Intermediary Bank If an intermediary bank is required for the transfer, enter the account # the beneficiary's bank holds at the 
intermediary bank.
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WIRE TRANSFER REQUEST FORM (Part 1)
My Information
Exact Name on Bank Account
Preferred Choice for Currency in Wire Transfer:
Optional: Please complete the following if your bank requires the use of an Intermediary Bank.
Disclaimer:
My Bank
I understand that the personal information on this form is used only to wire funds to my bank account.  I understand that my bank may charge a foreign exchange fee and a fee to receive wired funds.  I understand that there may be a significant loss of funds if a non-Canadian currency wire is rejected by my bank.  
 
I authorize the PGT to deposit, until further notice in writing, payment due to me into my bank account as noted above. I agree that the PGT and/or its client will have no further liability with respect to any payments made in accordance with this authorization and may at any time discontinue payment by direct deposit.
 
Print Name
Signature
Date
Date
e.g. Canada – CC+9digits, USA – FW + 9 digits, UK – SC+6 digits)
(Bank Code/Transit/Routing #
June 2018
This authorization form allows us to wire funds to your bank account.  
Please complete this form with the assistance of your bank and return the original signed form to our office.  
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Name:
Province/State:
Address:
City:
Country:
Postal/Zip Code:
Phone:
Bank Name:
Swift (BIC) Code:
Bank Address:
City:
Prov/State:
Destination Country:
Phone:
Fax:
Bank Identifier:
My Account # (or IBAN / CLABE #):
Payment Details (If applicable)
Payment Instructions 
(If any for receiving bank)
 
Intermediary Bank Name
Swift (BIC) Code
Recipient Account# at Intermediary Bank
Postal/Zip Code:
Instructions for International Bank
Completing PGT Wire Transfer Request Form for your Client
Field Name
Step Description
Name
Enter the full name of the beneficiary (recipient) of the funds.
Address
Enter the full address of the beneficiary.
My Bank
Enter the name of the bank of the beneficiary (recipient of funds).
SWIFT (BIC) Code
The bank identification code of the intermediary bank if an intermediary is to be used.
The SWIFT code is 8 or 11 characters, made up of:
4 characters - bank code (only letters) 
2 characters - country code (only letters) 
2 characters - location code (letters and digits) (if the second character is '1', 
then it denotes a passive participant in the SWIFT network
3 characters - branch code, optional ('XXX' for primary office) (letters and digits) 
Bank Address
Enter the full address of the bank of the beneficiary.
Destination Country
Enter the country where the funds will be wired to.
Bank Identifier
In the US, this is the 9 digit Routing # or ABA; In Canada this is the 8 digit Transit # i.e:) XXXXX-001 for a Bank of Montreal transit; In UK & Ireland the 6 digit Sort Code; In Germany, the 8 digit BLZ number; in Australia, the 8 digit BSB.
My Account # (or IBAN / CLABE#
Enter the bank account number of the beneficiary.  For wire transfers to the EU, enter the IBAN #.  Transfers to Mexico require a CLABE code.
Payment Details (if applicable)
Enter information or a reference description that the beneficiary (recipent) should receive on their wire transfer advice information from their bank.  This should be a description of what the payment is for, such as "Proceeds from 'first initial' 'surname' estate."
Payment Instructions
If an intermediary bank is required for the wire transfer, enter any specific detailed instructions.
Intermediary Bank Name
If an intermediary bank is required for the transfer, enter the name of the bank.  Note: An intermediary bank is an agent bank that is used as facilitator to wiring the funds to the beneficiary's bank account.  This is only to be entered if the beneficiary specifically states that their bank requires an intermediary bank.  Otherwise leave blank.
Recipient Account # at Intermediary Bank
If an intermediary bank is required for the transfer, enter the account # the beneficiary's bank holds at the intermediary bank.
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	Enter the bank account number of the beneficiary.  For wire transfers to the EU, enter the IBAN #.  Transfers to Mexico require a CLABE code.: 
	Enter information or a reference description that the beneficiary (recipent) should receive on their wire transfer advice information from their bank.  This should be a description of what the payment is for, such as "Proceeds from 'first initial' 'surname' estate.": 
	If an intermediary bank is required for the wire transfer, enter any specific detailed instructions.: 
	If an intermediary bank is required for the transfer, enter the name of the bank.  Note: An intermediary bank is an agent bank that is used as facilitator to wiring the funds to the beneficiary's bank account.  This is only to be entered if the beneficiary specifically states that their bank requires an intermediary bank.  Otherwise leave blank.: 
	If an intermediary bank is required for the transfer, enter the account # the beneficiary's bank holds at the intermediary bank.: 
	The SWIFT code is 8 or 11 characters, made up of:4 characters - bank code (only letters) 2 characters - country code (only letters) 2 characters - location code (letters and digits) (if the second character is '1', then it denotes a passive participant in the SWIFT network) 3 characters - branch code, optional ('XXX' for primary office) (letters and digits) : 
	Enter your postal code or zip code for your mailing address.: 



